Founded in 2003, Aria Telecom Solutions (P) Ltd. has grown to become
a leader in the voice processing industry, now located in New Delhi.
ARIA is the original designer and developer of PC-based voice processing systems. The feature-rich, stable software is designed to run on commercially available PC's and voice processing cards. ARIA can provide
your company with the software and hardware to convert existing PC's
into efficient Voice Logger and Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems as well as help you decide on a new PC-based telephony solution
for your organization.
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With our dedication, innovation and prompt after sale support today Aria
became a synonymous of Voice Logger in India. With the foundation of
the company we started with small multimedia based voice logger and
today you name a feature we will have in our voice logger and there is a
feature in our list its work.
We provide Voice Logger in all possible mode like PC based, Embedded & Recording phone.
We also provide auto logger a combination of Voice logger and
IVR which automatically answer a call and record it silently specially used for investigating agencies
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ARIA CCS-SMS PULL UTILITY

SMS Important Features:
Pull SMS system
Incoming and outgoing number details
Unlimited sms storage ( Depend on computer hard disk )
SMS logging with date & Time
SMS forwarding
Time Base forwarding
Number, Date and time wise report
Report export to excel format.
Automatic daily report on mail.
Application start with computer booting
Searching by incoming ,outgoing, user name
with date & time
Auto Backup through Network/CD/DVD
Clint name display
Access with password
Multi User Password
Remote Maintenance
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